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Welcoming the Year of Rabbit
CYS Special Feature

Lantern Making with handwritten signboard

Hanging floral lanterns with desktop tower lanterns

Family of rabbits, fishes and lanterns brightens up the office

The “HUAT” and 88 Signs on the side panel Floral lantern design

Lantern making in progress

CYS Global Remit welcomes the Year of Rabbit and as our tradition goes, the entire CYS office is decorated
with cute origami rabbits, fishes, lanterns, fire crackers, and fans that are handmade out of CYS “hongbao”
by our employees as symbols of good luck and prosperity. Other popular decorations such as couplets or
“chunlian”, gold ornaments, mandarin orange or Kumquat tree and pussy willows, which all symbolize
resilience and hope, are decked in our main and side lobbies.

The colour red, which is believed to ward off evil spirits and bring good luck, is considered lucky in Chinese
culture and believed to symbolize prosperity, happiness, and good fortune. Decorating the office in red is
CYS way to celebrate Chinese New Year with joy and happiness, wishing for a good new year and expressing
the hope for good luck and prosperity.

CYS wishes everyone a happy Chinese New Year, may your Year of Rabbit be filled with abundance of smiles
and laughter, good health, and great fortune. Gong Xi Fa Cai!

Hamper and Kumquat Tree at Main Lobby
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Leap into the Prosperous Year of the Rabbit
CYS Special Feature

Door is decorated with fish 
and rabbits.

The Chinese character 春, meaning the season of spring and the letters CYS are all made out of “hongbao”

Rows of lanterns hanging down from the pendant light The lockers are decorated with goldfish and rabbits

Fan lanterns design on the panel. Pantry refrigerators and cupboards are decked with the春 characters and stars
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Leap into the Prosperous Year of the Rabbit

CYS Special Feature

Pussy willow plant decorated with CNY decors and origami rabbits. CNY decors on the wall. CNY decors ‘春’ character on the wall panel.

Chains of rings and firecrackers hanging down from the ceiling CNY artistic framework with multiple cute rabbits hanging from the ceiling.    

Lantern making in progress
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Leap into the Prosperous Year of the Rabbit

CYS Special Feature

Origami bunnies sitting comfortably on the edge.

“Theme: Rabbits leaping around the lotus garden”. Lotus bloom with 
a leaf and bud means a complete union. 福 in chinese character means 
happiness, blessing, and good fortune.

Butterflies decors on the wall panel.

12 Zodiac papercut animals on the wall. Different lantern design hanging on the lamp.
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Capitalizing on Every Opportunity: 
Windjammer™
Every business contends with shifting market conditions, 
resource management challenges, and identifying which 
activities offer the highest payoff, but these each have 
varied levels of impact. So, what makes the difference?

The answer lies in the ability to capitalize on profit from
all opportunities, not just those that are readily accessible.
This is what sets world-class companies apart. In Eagles
Flight’s engaging experiential learning program,
Windjammer™, participants will be tasked to capitalize on
every opportunity, where their negotiation, relationship,
and team-building skills will be tested and honed.

Participants will leave with an understanding of how using
their team effectively, and operating with a practical yet
flexible plan, will increase both profit and efficiency.

CYS Global Remit Chief of Staff Jesline Ng and Talent
Acquisition and Management Executive Nicholas Lim were
at the seminar and benefited from leaning new
information and knowledge. It also provided them the
opportunity to network with other professionals in the
field, and the chance to learn from experts and industry
leaders.

CYS Special

Talent Acquisition & Management Executive Nicholas Lim and Chief of Staff 
Jesline NgSource

https://www.eaglesflight.com/asia/programs/windjammer-capitalize-on-every-opportunity-in-order-to-succeed-in-a-competitive-market/
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